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Language Functions -A 
" 4 Marks " -Finish the following dialogue: -1 

              Basma and Shady are talking about a film review 
Basma : You look busy , Shady! 
Shady  : Yes, I am reading a film review. 
Basma : (1) ……………………………………………………………………………………………………? 
Shady  : The film is called " Modern Egypt ". 
Basma : (2) ……………………………………………………………………………………………………? 
Shady  : The review says our plans today will make Egypt a better place to live in. 
Basma : What will the internet be like in Modern Egypt? 
Shady  : (3) …………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 
Basma : That sounds great! Let`s watch this film together. 
Shady  : (4) …………………………………………………………………………………………………… . 

" 3 Marks " -lowing situations:Write what do you say in the fol-2 

1-Your sister wants to look at the sun. Give her some advice. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

2- You express your feelings when your favourite team wins a match. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

3- You are emphasizing the importance of remembering friends` birthdays. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

Reading comprehension -B 

" 5 Marks " :Read the following passage and answer the questions -3 
    Reading is a very helpful habit. It gives us new ideas and improves our language. When 
you read, you need to be in a quiet place. It is better to wear your reading glasses if it is 
necessary. You should read different topics. To remember what you read, it is a good idea 
to have a pen in your hand to underline or circle the important points. Try to discuss what 
you have read with your friends. People read for different goals. Some people read for 

read for work. Students read  Otherse time. just to feel happy and spend a nic enjoyment
for their study or research. All of us read the news and the weather report. We also read 
messages, emails, and letters that we receive. 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1- How is reading a good thing? 
2- Why do you think you need to red in a quiet place? 
3- How can you remember what you read? 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

refer to? " thersO "What do you think the word  -4 
a) goals                               b) people                            c) points                         d) glasses 

means ………………………….. . " enjoyment" The underlined word  -5 
a) discussion                     b) mysteries                       c) sadness                       d) pleasure 
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arks "" 7 M The Reader : Black Beauty -C 

" 2 Marks "  Match column" A" with column" B " -A 

B A 
said " Why don't we call him Black Beauty?"  a- John 1- 

did the right thing when he told the police about the 
man who hit the horses with a whip. 

b- Squire Gordon's wife 2- 

took the horses out of the building and away from the fire. c- Joe Green 3- 
decided she wouldn’t bite or kick people anymore. d- Merrylegs 4- 

wanted to give the boys a lesson. e-   
" 5 Marks ": (b) Answer the following questions  

1- How was Farmer Grey a good horse owner? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
2-Why wouldn’t Black Beauty cross the bridge? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
3- How do you think the advice of Black Beauty's mother can help you in your life? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
4- What do you think a shores need after along tiring journey? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
5- Why did Black Beauty like to pull John`s carriage? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 3 Marks " c or d: b, Choose the correct answer from a,-5 
1- When tourists want to know something about the country they are visiting, they go to the…... 
a) youth hostel       b) police station          c) tourist information centre       d) bazaar 
2- ………………stories show us how to solve problems. 
a) Adventure          b) Historical                   c) Travel                                           d) Detective 
3- My grandfather was very intelligent, and he got several ……………… 
a) sums                    b) awards                       c) brains                                           d) months 
4- This programme focuses…………………developing your ability to work in a team. 
a) on                         b) with                            c) from                                             d) of 
5- My sister is very polite. ………………., she is very active. 
a) Not more            b) one more                    c) In addition to                            d) Furthermore 
6- I ……………come to your office last week because I was ill. 
a) could                   b) didn’t have to            c) wasn’t able to                            d) weren’t able to   

" 3 Marks " .etss using the word(s) in brackRewrite the following sentence-6 
1- Amir bought me a present.                                                             (for) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
2- Do people eat special food at this festival?                                 ( IS ……….) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
3- It`s necessary to get a passport to go to London.                       ( have to) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 5 Marks " n (7) sentences on ONE of the following:of seve Write an email -7 
1- A special day in Egypt. 
2- The problems of using the internet. 
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Language Functions -A 
" 4 Marks " -Finish the following dialogue: -1 

              Samy is talking to Ali about his tiring homework. 
Samy : I am so tired. I can’t continue this tiring homework. 
Ali      : (1) …………………………………………………………………………..…………….? 
Samy : I have been studying for five hours. 
Ali      : (2) …………………………………………………………………………..…………….. 
Samy : You are right. (3) ……………………………………………………………………? 
Ali      : We can go out for a walk, then you can return and continue studying. 
Sam : (4) …………………………………………………………………………..…………….. 

" 3 Marks " -Write what do you say in the following situations:-2 

1-Your sister lost her camera. What would you say? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

2-Your friend wants to get high marks and asks for your advice. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

3- You arrived late at school. What would you say? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

Reading comprehension -B 

" 5 Marks " Read the following passage and answer the questions: -3 
    Air is the secret to life on earth. If you look at other planets, you cannot find any that we 
can live on as there is no air on them. Scientists say that our planet is facing problems like 

that air  Reports around the world claim. itand this will damage the life on  air pollution
pollution comes from factories, burning woods, car fumes and so many human actions. If 
we continue increasing air pollution, we will face serious problems in the future. Air 
pollution doesn't only affect human beings, but also affects animals and birds. We should 
think from now how to stop this problem and start doing something to solve it. On the 
other hand, we should increase the green area as it is a great source of oxygen which we 
need for living. 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1- How are green areas useful to us? 
2- Why can’t we live on another planet? 
3- Do you think air pollution will increase in the future? Why/ Why not? 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

" refers to ……… .itThe underlined word " -4 
a) the Earth               b) air pollution                    c) planets                           d) air 
5- Air pollution affects ……… . 
a) human beings      b) animal and birds            c) a and b                            d) cars 
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" 7 Marks " The Reader : Black Beauty -C 

 " 2 Marks " Match column" A" with column" B " -A 

B A 
led Ginger away from the fire. a- Anna Sewell  1- 

bought Black Beauty and Ginger from Squire Gordon. b- Squire Gordon 2- 
tried to make Black Beauty cross the bridge. c- John Manly  3- 

wrote the story of Black Beauty. d- Earl Smythe  4- 
was Earl Smythe's wife. e-   

" 5 Marks ": lowing questions(b) Answer the fol  
1- What was Black Beauty's mother's advice to him? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
2- What did John warn Merrylegs not to do? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
3- When did Ginger begin to respect Squire Gordon? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
4- When Joe first came to Birtwick Park John said two good things about him. What are they? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
5- Why did Black Beauty have no energy when he arrived at Birtwick Park with the doctor? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 3 Marks " c or d: b, Choose the correct answer from a,-5 
1- In Australia, the start of spring …………. in September every year. 
a) is celebrating           b) is being celebrated       c) is celebrated           d) was celebrated 
2- It is dangerous to walk in that road because there is no ………….. 
a) traffic                        b) ground                             c) pavement                d) car 
3- Ahmad …………. be friends with Hassan. He doesn't know his name. 
a) must                         b) can't                                  c) could                         d) mustn't 
4- I would like to eat …………. eggs for breakfast. 
a)boil                            b) boiling                               c) boiled                       d) boils 
5- Sara's family enjoyed their holiday in Alex and they want to …… again. 
a) go back                    b) go forward                        c) go off                       d) go in 
6- She got a …………. for winning the sports competition. 
a) present                    b) model                                 c) medal                       d)price   

" 3 Marks " .s using the word(s) in bracketste the following sentenceRewri-6 
1- Did you buy me that phone?                                                                               (for me ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
2- Ali was able to give all the answers to the sums.                                           ( could ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
3- Ola received a medal for winning the race. She is an excellent runner.     ( who ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 5 Marks " of seven (7) sentences on ONE of the following: Write a paragraph -7 
1- A happy day in your life. 
2- A happy family. 
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Language Functions -A 
" 4 Marks " -e:Finish the following dialogu -1 

              Reem asks her mother to visit her friend Marwa. 
Reem      : Can I go to visit Marwa, Mum? 
Mother  : Yes, of course. (1) ……………………………………………………………………? 
Ream     : To do our homework and study together. 
Mother  : What time will you go? 
Reem     : (2) …………………………………………………………………………..……………. . 
Mother : (3) …………………………………………………………………………..…………….? 
Reem    : I'll come back before dinner. 
Mother : Don't be late home. 
Reem     : (4) ………………………………………………………………………. Bye for now. 

" 3 Marks " -say in the following situations:Write what do you -2 

1- A friend asks you to go to the theatre with him. You would like to go. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

2- You see a person looking under their car. You want to help. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

3- You warn your younger brother not to walk in the middle of the road. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

Reading comprehension -B 

" 5 Marks " answer the questions:Read the following passage and  -3 
    Long after the discovery of electricity, man found out that he could use the great power 
of water to produce electricity. Al first, man used waterfalls from high mountains. Later, he 
began to build dams across rivers to form a lake behind. The water is then allowed to fall 
under control through huge pipes to run turbines; machines which help to produce 

is used in homes and factories.  itelectricity. This runs into wires and is treated before 
Dams have also been built along rivers in the world to make full use of the water, so It 

lands to prepare them for farming. Now man uses the  fertilenuns to the driest and least 
sun to produce electricity. Scientists never stop inventing new ways to produce energy 
which don't pollute the environment. Nowadays, the environment has become the main 
interest of both the people and the environment to live healthy. 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1- What did man find out? 
2- Do you think man like to use the sun to produce electricity? Why? Why not? 
3- Why did man begin to build dams across rivers? 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

.……………..…in the passage means something  fertileThe word  -4 
a) good                       b) bad                         c) sandy                              d) rocky 

.……………..……" refers to itThe underlined pronoun " -5 
a) water                     b) mountain               c) electricity                      d) waterfall 
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" 7 Marks " The Reader : Black Beauty -C 

" 2 Marks "  Match column" A" with column" B " -A 

B A 
was Earl Smythe's helper. a- Farmer Grey  1- 

was Black Beauty’s friend. b- John Manly 2- 
was Black Beauty’s first owner. c- Ginger 3- 

was the horse who told the story. d- Yourk 4- 
was a kind man who helped Squire Gordon. e-   

" 5 Marks ": nswer the following questions(b) A  
1- How did we know that Black Beauty had good owners? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
2- Why did Squire Gordon’s children stop visiting the horses? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
3- What happened to the man who hit the horses near the factory? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
4- Do you think that John was right to have the young " Joe" as a helper? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
5- Why do you think that the horses wanted to stay in the stables although there was a fire? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 3 Marks " c or d: b, Choose the correct answer from a,-5 
1- What are the special foods …………. at the festival? 
a) eating                          b) ate                             c) eat                                 d) eaten 
2- This …………. Hassan’s car. He doesn’t have one. 
a) must be                      b) can’t be                     c) might be                       d) won’t be 
3- The photo shows Alexandria in 1990, …………. my parents lived there. 
a) when                          b) where                         c) who                               d) which 
4- Salt is often used to …………. fish. 
a) pack                           b) preserve                      c) decorate                      d) celebrate 
5- There are many …………. that go around the sun. 
a) stars                          b) vehicles                        c) plants                           d) planets 
6- I could hear him because he has a very loud ………….. 
a) voice                         b) sound                            c) graph                            d) ability   

" 3 Marks " .s using the word(s) in bracketsollowing sentenceRewrite the f-6 
1- Ahmed spoke two languages when he was 12.                                             (able ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
2- He woke up early. However, he missed the bus.                                          ( Although ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
3- It wasn’t necessary for you to wear a jacket. It wasn’t so cold.                 ( have to) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 5 Marks " of seven (7) sentences on ONE of the following: a paragraphWrite  -7 
1- A sport you like to practise. 
2- How we attract tourists to Egypt. 
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Language Functions -A 
" 4 Marks " -:Finish the following dialogue -1 

              Mona is going to meet her friends today. 
Mother : What are you going to do with your friends today ? 
Mona    : We are going to have a picnic. 
Mother : (1) …………………………………………………………………………..……………. ? 
Mona    : To El Salam park. (2) ……………………………………………………………… ? 
Mother : Food, water and your hat. When are you going? 
Mona    : (3) …………………………………………………………………………..……………. . 
Mother: I hope you enjoy your time there. 
Mona    : (4) …………………………………………………………………………..……………. . 

" 3 Marks " -the following situations:Write what do you say in -2 

1- Your younger brother wants to look at the sun. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

2- Your friend invites you to lunch. Refuse politely. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

3- A friend says that Athens is bigger than London. You don't think this is correct. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

Reading comprehension -B 

arks "" 5 M Read the following passage and answer the questions: -3 
    Reading is a useful and important habit in our modern life. We read books when we are 
alone or have free time. A lot of people prefer watching television but I like reading 
because it widens my mind. I can find new ideas and a lot of information which help me 

gives me the chance to think and dream. Although we live in It to make my life better. 
the age of computer, the internet and there is a television set in every house, we need to 
read books which are easier to carry and move with us everywhere and every time. Try to 
read a book in the shade of a tree in a garden or a field and I am sure you will enjoy it 
very much. 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1- When can you read books? 
2- Why is reading important and useful? 
3- Where can you read a book? 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 
4- ………… people prefer watching TV. 
a) A few                         b) Much                      c) Many                                d) Little 
5- Reading is a ………… habit. 
a) bad                             b) sad                          c) hard                                 d) useful 
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" 7 Marks " The Reader : Black Beauty -C 

" 2 Marks "  Match column" A" with column" B " -A 

B A 
the boys on the ground. a- Farmer Grey gave  1- 

healthy food to his horses. b- Merrylegs threw 2- 
was happy to share in saving Mrs Gordon. c- John Manly 3- 

was Squire Gordon's helper. d- Black Beauty 4- 
Flowers to all horses. e-   

" 5 Marks ": (b) Answer the following questions  
1- Why did Ginger often bite or kick people? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

2- What would happen if Black Beauty continued crossing the bridge? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

3- Why was Gordon worried about his wife? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

4- Do you like Black Beauty? Why? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

5- Do you think that Gordon and John were kind to horses during the two journeys? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 3 Marks " c or d: b, Choose the correct answer from a,-5 
1- The Maths homework was very difficult. Were you …………. do it? 
a) could                 b) able to                     c) able                                  d) can 
2- This …………. Ahmed's car. He doesn't have one. 
a) can't be            b) must be                   c) might be                          d) can be 
3- People often drink …………. water in hot weather than when it is cold. 
a) less                   b) least                         c) more                                  d) most 
4- Many tourists use a ………….. to learn about a city's history and places to visit. 
a) camera            b) bookshop               c) guidebook                         d) ticket 
5- My brother is studying …………. at university. 
a) engineer          b) engine                     c) engineering                      d) engineers 
6- There are lots of …………. stories in this library. 
a) historical         b) history                     c) historic                               d) historian   

" 3 Marks " .s using the word(s) in bracketsRewrite the following sentence-6 
1- He advises his friend to stop smoking.                                                     (should ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
2- My uncle lives on a farm. He has three horses.                                      ( who ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
3- People in Egypt eat special food at Sham el-Nessim.                             ( is ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 5 Marks " of seven (7) sentences on ONE of the following: Write a paragraph -7 
1- A sport you like. 
2- What a player should do to be a good sport. 
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Language Functions -A 
" 4 Marks " -Finish the following dialogue: -1 

              Tamer and Omar are talking about the use of reading. 
Tamer : Where are you going, Omar? 
Omar  : (1) …………………………………………………………………………..…………….. 
Tamer : (2) …………………………………………………………………………..…………….? 
Omar  : Yes, very much. Reading is my favourite hobby. 
Tamer : (3) …………………………………………………………………………..…………….? 
Omar  : Science and historical books. 
Tamer : Do you think reading is a useful hobby? 
Omar  : Yes, it (4) ................................................ and enlarges our minds. 

" 3 Marks " -Write what do you say in the following situations:-2 

1- A friend asks you what you thought of a scary film that has just finished. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

2- You are in a busy street with your younger brother. You advise him not to walk too close to the road. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

3- Your friend thinks he saw a cat in the hotel. You are certain that cats aren't allowed in hotels. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

Reading comprehension -B 

" 5 Marks " Read the following passage and answer the questions: -3 
    Egypt is a great African country. It has a great geographical location. It has many places 
of interest to visit. In addition, the government builds comfortable hotels and new roads  
to attract them. This is why many tourists like to visit Egypt. When tourists come to Egypt 
they feel they are at home because the Egyptian people are good and friendly. Some 

. In Luxor they there tourists visit Luxor and Aswan to enjoy seeing the great monuments
see Karnak, Luxor Temple and the Valley of the Kings. They see Abu Simbel Temple and  
the Nubian Museum in Aswan. Other tourists like to visit Hurghada and Sharm el Sheikh 
where there are a lot of beautiful beaches. They enjoy water sports like wind surfing, 
snorkelling and scuba diving. 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1- What does the passage talk about? 
2- Why do tourists feel they are at home in Egypt? 
3- What sports do tourists enjoy in Hurghada and Sharm el Sheikh? 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

……………" refers to thereThe underlined word "  -4 
a) Hurghada             b) Sharm el Sheikh              c) Luxor and Aswan                 d) Africa 
5- The government builds …………… hotels. 
a) good                      b) bad                                    c) small                                      d) tiring 
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" 7 Marks " The Reader : Black Beauty -C 

" 2 Marks "  A" with column" B " Match column" -A 

B A 
told him to be gentle and good. a- Farmer Grey  1- 

had to move to a warmer climate. b- Birtwick Park 2- 
it the horses with a whip. c- Black Beauty's mother 3- 

was a very good place to live in. d- Mrs Gordon 4- 
gave healthy food to his horses. e-   

" 5 Marks ": (b) Answer the following questions  
1- Who wrote "Black Beauty"? When? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

2- What did Joe do wrong? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

3- Why do you think that John was right to have a helper who is only fourteen? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

4- What happened to the man that hit the horses near the factory? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

5- Why didn't Black Beauty cross the bridge? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 3 Marks " c or d: b, Choose the correct answer from a,-5 
1- Sham el-Nessim is …………. all over Egypt. 
a) celebrate                   b) celebrating                 c) celebrated                   d) celebrates 
2- Naguib Mahfouz was an Egyptian ………….. 
a)writer                          b) engineer                      c) doctor                          d) athlete 
3- In addition to …………. her homework, Arwa helps her mother in the kitchen. 
a) do                               b) doing                             c) make                            d) making 
4- …………. you able to speak to the teacher today about the homework? 
a) Were                           b) Could                            c) Was                              d) Do 
5- Mohammed Salah showed amazing …………. during the match. 
a) silk                               b) skills                              c) sums                             d) awards 
6- My friend got a …………. for winning a race. 
a) medal                         b) metal                             c) money                         d) juice   

" 3 Marks " .(s) in bracketss using the wordRewrite the following sentence-6 
1- It is always the most expensive to travel by plane.                         ( Travelling  ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
2- Last week I visited my cousin. She lives in Cairo.                              ( who ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
3- It is necessary to run to catch my train.                                               ( have to ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 5 Marks " of seven (7) sentences on ONE of the following: Write a paragraph -7 
1- The importance of the water. 
2- Places you recommend to visit in Egypt. 
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Language Functions -A 
" 4 Marks " -Finish the following dialogue: -1 

              Amr is going to meet his friends today. 
Father : What are you going to do with your friends? 
Amr     : We want to have a picnic but we don't know where to go. 
(1) …………………………………………………………………………..……………? 
Father : The zoo is a nice place for a picnic. 
Amr     : Nice. What can I take for the picnic? 
Father : (2) …………………………………………………………………………..…………….. 
Amr     : That’s a good idea. (3) …………………………………………………………? 
Father : Sure. The sun is very strong today. 
Amr     : (4) …………………………………………………………………………..…. See you. 

" 3 Marks " -t do you say in the following situations:Write wha-2 

1- You want to invite your friend to your house next Friday. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

2- A friend asks you for the best way to revise before the test. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

3- You watched a scary film. Express your feeling. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

Reading comprehension -B 

5 Marks " " Read the following passage and answer the questions: -3 
    How amazing is the life of animals! In winter, many animals and birds travel hundreds  
of kilometers looking for a warmer climate and more food. This journey takes place every 
year at about the same time. It is common to see birds sitting on walls or telephone 
wires waiting to travel the long distance between the places where they spend their 

find their way to and  theyexactly how  summer and their winter. Scientists do not know
from their winter homes. Some people believe that birds depend on their senses, including 
their sense of smell, to help them find the way, some animals and birds travel thousands 
of kilometers. It is surprising that the blue whale has been known to travel up to 20.000 
kilometers. 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1- Why do you think birds spend winter and summer in different places? 
2- Where do the birds sit waiting to travel the long distance? 
3- How long does the blue whale travel every year? 
B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

………." refer to  ytheThe underlined word "  -4 
a) scientists                b) birds and animals            c) homes                         d) whales 
5- Birds depend on their ……… to help them find the way. 
a) feather                   b) legs                                      c) wings                            d) senses 
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" 7 Marks " The Reader : Black Beauty -C 

" 2 Marks "  Match column" A" with column" B " -A 

B A 
was a very good place to live in. a- Black Beauty's mother 1- 

was light and easy for beauty to pull. b- Merrylegs 2- 
told him to be gentle and good. c- Birtwick Park 3- 
didn't kick the children because he didn't want to hurt them. d- Gordon 4- 
the first owner who Black Beauty worked for. e-   

" 5 Marks ": (b) Answer the following questions  
1- Why did Squire Gordon and his wife call the horse Black Beauty? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

2- Who was John Manly? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

3- For what reasons do you think that moving horses when there is a fire is very hard? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

4- How do you know that Black Beauty had good owners? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

5- What happened to Black Beauty after he returned with the doctor? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 3 Marks " c or d: b, Choose the correct answer from a,-5 
1- Salt is often used to …………. fish and other food. 
a) preserve                   b) celebrate                   c) decorate                              d) pack 
2- The restaurant in the guidebook was a very good ………….. 
a) recommendation   b) information              c) parade                                  d) review 
3- It’s not too hot on the beach because there is a nice ………….. 
a) wave                         b) storm                         c) breeze                                    d) cloud 
4- The museum …………. by thousands of visitors every day. 
a) was visited              b) are visited                 c) visited                                    d) is visited 
5- You …………. too much in the sun. 
a) walk                          b) shouldn't walk         c) should walk                         d) were walking 
6- My notebook has ………… pages than your notebook. 
a) less                            b) few                             c) least                                       d) fewer   

" 3 Marks " .s using the word(s) in bracketsRewrite the following sentence-6 
1- Could you find the lost bag?                                                               ( able…..?  ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
2- Heba bought me a present.                                                                ( for me ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 
3- I'm not sure if Nada will visit us nest week.                                     ( might ) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………. 

" 5 Marks " the following:of seven (7) sentences on ONE of  Write a paragraph -7 
1- Robots are very useful in our life. 
2- Egypt is a good place for tourists to visit. 

 




